Exercise 05.02: Branch/Decision Coverage

Your username (sesmith5@ncsu.edu) will be recorded when you submit this form. Not sesmith5? Sign out

* Required

Write a test case that evaluates the conditional at line 2 to true. *
If possible, you should use a test case we've already written.

Write a test case that evaluates the conditional at line 2 to false. *
If possible, you should use a test case we've already written.

Write a test case that evaluates the conditional at line 5 to true. *
If possible, you should use a test case we've already written.

Write a test case that evaluates the conditional at line 5 to false. *
If possible, you should use a test case we've already written.

Unity id(s) of person(s) you worked with.

Send me a copy of my responses.
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